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Abstract : It has recently been shown, by application of statistical mechanical methods to
determine the canonical ensemble governing the equilibrium distribution of operator initial
values, that complex quantum eld theory can emerge as a statistical approximation to
an underlying generalized quantum dynamics. This result was obtained by an argument
based on a Ward identity analogous to the equipartition theorem of classical statistical
mechanics. We construct here a microcanonical ensemble which forms the basis of this
canonical ensemble. This construction enables us to dene the microcanonical entropy
and free energy of the eld conguration of the equilibrium distribution and to study the
stability of the canonical ensemble. We also study the algebraic structure of the conserved
generators from which the microcanonical and canonical ensembles are constructed, and
the flows they induce on the phase space.
 On sabbatical leave from School of Physics and Astronomy, Raymond and Beverly
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1. Introduction
Generalized quantum dynamics1;2 is an analytic mechanics on a symplectic set of
operator valued variables, forming an operator valued phase space S. These variables are
dened as the set of linear transformationsy on an underlying real, complex, or quaternionic
Hilbert space (Hilbert module), for which the postulates of a real, complex, or quaternionic
quantum mechanics are satised2−6. The dynamical (generalized Heisenberg) evolution,
or flow, of this phase space is generated by the total trace Hamiltonian H = TrH, where
for any operator O we have





H is a function of the operators fqr(t)g; fpr(t)g; r = 1; 2; : : : ; N (realized as a sum of
monomials, or a limit of a sequence of such sums; in the general case of local noncommuting
elds, the index r contains continuous variables), and (−1)F is a grading operator with
eigenvalue 1(−1) for states in the boson (fermion) sector of the Hilbert space. Operators
are called bosonic or fermionic in type if they commute or anticommute, respectively, with
(−1)F ; for each r, pr and qr are of the same type.
The derivative of a total trace functional with respect to some operator variation is
dened with the help of the cyclic property of the Tr operation. The variation of any
monomial O consists of terms of the form OLxrOR, for xr one of the fqrg; fprg, which,
under the Tr operation, can be brought to the form
O = TrO = TrOROLxr ;







uniquely dening O=xr .
Assuming the existence of a total trace Lagrangian1;2 L = L(fqrg; f _qrg), the variation




L(fqrg; f _qrg)dt (1:3)













pr _qr − L; (1:5)













= r _qr; (1:7)
where r = 1(−1) according to whether pr; qr are of bosonic (fermionic) type.
























Conversely, if we dene
xs() = Tr(xs); (1:9a)




















and comparing the coecients of  on both sides, one obtains the Hamilton equations (1:7)
as a consequence of the Poisson bracket relation (1:8b).
The Jacobi identity is satised by the Poisson bracket of (1:8a),7 and hence the total
trace functionals have many of the properties of the corresponding quantities in classical
mechanics.8 In particular, canonical transformations take the form









with the generator G any total trace functional constructed from the operator phase space
variables. Time evolution then corresponds to the special case G = Hdt.
It has recently been shown by Adler and Millard9 that a canonical ensemble can be
constructed on the phase space S, reflecting the equilibrium properties of a system of many














where the sums are over bosonic and fermionic pairs, respectively, is conserved under the
evolution (1:7) induced by the total trace Hamiltonian, the canonical ensemble must be
constructed taking this constraint into account. This is done by constructing the conserved
quantity Tr~ ~C, for some given constant anti-hermitian operator ~.
In the general case, in the presence of the fermionic sector, the graded trace of the
Hamiltonian is not bounded from below, and the partition function may be divergent.
When the equations of motion induced by the Lagrangian L coincide with those induced
by the ungraded total trace of the same Lagrangian,
L^ = ReTrL;
without the factor (−1)F , the corresponding ungraded total trace Hamiltonian H^ is con-
served; it may therefore be included as a constraint functional in the canonical ensemble,













It was argued that the Ward identities derived from the canonical ensemble imply that ~^
and ~ are functionally related, so that they may be diagonalized in the same basis (Ap-
pendix F of ref. 9). It was then shown that, since the ensemble averages depend only
on ~ and (−1)F , the ensemble average of any operator must commute with these opera-
tors. Since the ensemble averaged operator h ~CiAV is anti-self-adjoint, if one furthermore
assumes it is completely degenerate (with eigenvalue ieffh), the ensemble average of the
theory then reduces to the usual complex quantum eld theory. In this paper, we construct
a microcanonical ensemble from which the canonical ensemble of ref. 9 can be obtained
following the usual methods of statistical mechanics. This construction gives some in-
sight into the interpretation of the parameters, relates the canonical and microcanonical
entropies, and identities the generalized free energy. It also permits estimates of the sta-
tistical fluctuations admitted by the canonical ensemble, and error bounds on the Ward
identity which we shall treat elsewhere. We give, in this framework, a self-consistency
proof of the stability of the canonical ensemble. We then go on to discuss the algebraic
structure of the canonical generators related to the conserved operators ~C and ~^C, and the
flows on phase space induced by these generators.
2. The microcanonical and canonical ensembles
Introducing a complete set of states fjnig in the underlying Hilbert space, the phase
space operators are completely characterized by their matrix elements hmjxr jni  (xr)mn,








where A takes the values 0; 1 for complex Hilbert space, 0; 1; 2; 3 for quaternion Hilbert
space (technically, a Hilbert module), and just the one value 0 for real Hilbert space, and
the eA are the associated hypercomplex units (unity, complex, or quaternionic units2). The
mathematical procedures we establish here are applicable to more general Hilbert modules;
arguments are given in ref. 2, however, for restricting our attention to these three cases,
and we shall therefore concentrate on the real, complex, and quaternionic structures in the












where redundant factors are omitted according to adjointness conditions. The measure
dened in this way is invariant under canonical transformations induced by the generalized
Poisson bracket.9
We then dene the microcanonical ensemble in terms of the set of states in the un-
derlying Hilbert space which satisfy -function constraints on the values of the two total
trace functionals H ; H^ and the matrix elements of the two conserved operator quantities
~C ; ~^C discussed in the previous section. The volume of the corresponding submanifold in
phase space is given by
Γ(E; E^; ~; ~^) =
Z
d (E −H) (E^ − H^)Y
nm;A
(Anm − hnj(−1)
F ~CjmiA) (^Anm − hnj ~^Cjmi
A);
(2:3)
where we have used the abbreviations ~  fAnmg and ~^  f^
A
nmg for the parameters in
the arguments on the left hand side. The factor (−1)F in the term with ~C is not essential,
but convenient in obtaining the precise form given in ref. 9 for the canonical distribution.
The entropy associated with this ensemble is given by
Smic(E; E^; ~; ~^) = log Γ(E; E^; ~; ~^): (2:4)
As we shall see, it is not possible to associate a temperature to this structure in the usual
simple way.
The operators ~C and ~^C are dened in terms of sums over degrees of freedom. In
the context of the application to quantum eld theory, the enumeration of degrees of
freedom includes continuous parameters, corresponding to the measure space of the elds.
These operators may therefore be decomposed into parts within a certain (large) region
of the measure space, which we denote as b, corresponding to what we shall consider as a
bath, in the sense of statistical mechanics, and within another (small) part of the measure
space, which we denote as s, corresponding to what we shall consider as a subsystem. We
shall assume that the functionals H and H^ may also be decomposed additively into parts
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associated with b and s; this assumption is equivalent to the presence of interactions in the
Hamiltonian or Lagrangian operators which are reasonably localized in the measure space
of the elds (the dierence in structure between the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian consists
of operators that are explicitly additive), so that the errors in assuming additivity are of
the nature of \surface terms". The constraint parameters may then be considered to be
approximately additive as well, and we may rewrite the microcanonical ensemble as
Γ(E; E^; ~; ~^) =
Z
db ds dEs dE^s (d
s) (d^s)








A) (A;snm − hnj(−1)
F ~Csjmi
A)
 (^Anm − ^
A;s
nm − hnj ~^Cbjmi
A) (^A;snm − hnj ~^Csjmi
A):
(2:5)
We recognize the integrations over ds and db in (2:5) in terms of the corresponding
microcanonical subensembles, for the bath b and subsystem s respectively, i.e., we may
write (2:5) as
Γ(E; E^; ~; ~^) =
Z
dEsdE^s(d
s)(d^s) Γb(E −Es; E^ − E^s; ~ − ~s; ~^ − ~^s) Γs(Es; E^s; ~s; ~^s):
(2:6)
We now assume that the integrand in (2:6) has a maximum, for a large number
of degrees of freedom, that dominates the integral. In the treatment of the statistical
mechanics of classical particles, the number of degrees of freedom generally vastly exceeds
the number of variables controlling the constraint hypersurfaces in the phase space; in our
case, due to the presence of the constraints imposed by the operators ~C and ~^C, there are an
innite number of variables, and the question of the development of a signicant maximum
may be more delicate. We will demonstrate, however, that due to the semidenite form of
the autocorrelation matrix of the fluctuations, the canonical distribution that we obtain
with this assumption is at least locally stable.
Let us, for brevity, dene
 = fig  fE; E^; ~; ~^g; (2:7)
where the index i refers to the elements of the set of variables, so that (2:6) takes the form
Γ() =
Z
dsΓb( − s)Γs(s); (2:8a)
where  corresponds to the set of total properties for the whole ensemble. A necessary
condition for an extremum in all of the variables at s =  is then
@
@













The logarithmic derivatives in (2:8c) dene a set of quantities analogous to the (reciprocal)
temperature of the usual statistical mechanics, i.e., equilibrium-xing Lagrange parameters


















According to the denition of entropy (2:4), the bath phase space volume is given by










Neglecting the small shift in argument  !  − s, it follows from (2:8a− c), (2:9), and
(2:10) that
Γb( − s) = e










We now return to (2:6), replacing the phase space volume of the bath, Γb, by the
approximate form (2:11), and the subsystem phase space volume Γs by the phase space
integral over the constraint -functions, i.e. (we use the equality henceforth, although it










A) (^A;snm − hnj ~^Csjmi
A)











Carrying out the integrals over the parameters, the -functions imply the replacement
of the parameters Es,E^s, A;snm , ^
A;s
nm in the exponent by the corresponding phase space





we note that the anti-self-adjoint property of ~Cs implies that
hnj(−1)F ~Csjmi = −hmj(−1)
F ~Csjni
; (2:14)
with  denoting conjugation of the hypercomplex units, so that
hnj(−1)F ~Csjmi
0 = −hmj(−1)F ~Csjni
0;
hnj(−1)F ~Csjmi
A = hmj(−1)F ~Csjni
A; A 6= 0;
(2:15)
for all three cases of real, complex, or quaternionic Hilbert spaces. Thus we have
Renmhmj(−1)











Anm; n < m;
(2:16b)
we see that the sum over n m of the expression (2:16a) is Tr~ ~Cs. A similar result holds
for the last term of (2:12) (in this case, since we did not insert the factor (−1)F , we obtain
the T^r functional). The volume in phase space is then
Γ() = eSb()
Z
ds exp−fHs + ^H^s + Tr~ ~Cs + T^r~^ ~^Csg; (2:17)
so that the normalized canonical distribution function (with the subscripts s removed) is
given by




d exp−fH + ^H^ + Tr~ ~C + T^r~^ ~^Cg: (2:19)
This formula coincides with that obtained by Adler and Millard.9 Note that the opera-
tors ~ and ~^ appear as an innite set of inverse \temperatures", i.e., equilibrium Lagrange
parameters associated both with the bath and the subsystem, corresponding to the con-
served matrix elements of (−1)F ~C and ~^C.
We nally remark that the microcanonical entropy dened in (2:4) provides the Ja-
cobian of the transformation from the integration over the measure of S in (2:19) to an









F ~CjmiA) (^Anm − hnj ~^C jmi
A)
 exp−fE + ^ E^ + Tr~~ + T^r~^~^g;
(2:20a)
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The phase space integration over the -function factors reproduces the volume of the micro-
canonical shell associated with these parameters, i.e, the exponential of the microcanonical
entropy, so that the partition function can be written as
Z =
Z
dEdE^(d)(d^)eSmic(E;E^;~;~^) exp−fE + ^ E^ + Tr~~ + T^r~^~^g: (2:21)
3. Stability and thermodynamic relations
In this section, we study the stability of the canonical ensemble as associated with the
dominant contribution to the microcanonical phase space volume. To this end, we formally
dene the free energy A as the negative of the logarithm of the partition function,
Z  e−A(;^ ;
~;~^); (3:1)




~;~^) exp−fH + ^H^ + Tr~ ~C + T^r~^ ~^Cg: (3:2)
Dierentiating with respect to] ; ^ ; and the matrix elements Anm; ^
A
nm; we obtain (as in
Eqs. (49) of ref. 9)
@A
@
= hHiAV ; (3:3)
@A
@^
















= −hhnj(−1)F ~C jmiAiAV  −hC
A
nmiAV ; (3:6)





= −hhnjC^jmiAiAV  −hC^
A
nmiAV : (3:7)
We now consider the identity
0 =
Z
d (H − hHiAV )e
A(;^;~;~^) exp−fH + ^H^ + Tr~ ~C + T^r~^ ~^Cg: (3:8)








(H − hHiAV )e
A(;^;~;~^)





so that, from (3:3), we nd that (as in ref. 9)








In fact, applying this argument to all of the parameters, we now show that A is a
locally convex function. With this result, we will prove the stability of the canonical
ensemble.
The derivative of (3:8) with respect to ^ yields, using the second of (3:3),







In the same way that we obtained (3:10), we also nd (using H^−hH^iAV as a factor in the
integrand),








We consider next the identity
0 =
Z
d (CAnm − hC
A
nmiAV )e
A(;^ ;~;~^) exp−fH + ^H^ + Tr~ ~C + T^r~^ ~^Cg: (3:13)
Dierentiating with respect to Bn0m0 and ^
B

































n0m0 )iAV )iAV :
(3:14)
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nmiAV )iAV ; (3:16)
as well as the corresponding identity with coecient H^− hH^iAV to obtain
@2A
@^@Anm












nm)iAV )iAV : (3:18)
Combining (3:3)-(3:18), we nd that the Taylor expansion of A through second derivatives
is given by
A( + ; ^ + ^ ; ~+ ~; ~^+  ~^






























the uniform negative sign of the quadratic term in the expansion indicates that A is a
locally convex function, and shows that the matrix of second derivatives of A is negative
semidenite.
We now turn to the alternative expression of (2:21) for the partition function, dened
in terms of an integral over the parameters of a sequence of microcanonical ensembles.
The existence of a maximum in the integrand which dominates the integration assures the
stability of the canonical ensemble; we now show that (3:19) implies the self-consistency
of our assumption of a maximum.
Returning to (2:21), we see that the conditions for a maximum of the integrand at



















together with the requirement that the integrand should decrease in all directions, so
that this point corresponds to a maximum. To make our demonstration of stability more
transparent, let us dene










where the indices i are in the correspondence implied by (3:20), together with the require-







should be positive denite. But the values of E, E^, Anm and ^
A
nm are equal to H, H^, C
A
nm
and C^Anm in the microcanonical ensemble, as seen from (2:3). If the stationary values are












which we have shown to be a negative semidenite matrix. This in turn implies that the
matrix on the right hand side of (3:23) is negative denite, giving the condition needed to
assure that the stationary point in (3:20) is indeed a maximum.
Assuming this maximum dominates the integration, then the logarithm of the integral
in (2:21) (up to an additive term which is relatively small for a large number of degrees of
freedom) may be approximated by
A = E + ^ E^ + Tr~ ~C + T^r~^ ~^C − Smic(E; E^; ~C; ~^C); (3:26)
where the arguments are at the extremal values, giving the analog of the standard ther-
modynamical result A = E − TS for the free energy.
4. The operators ~C; ~^C as generators
The microcanonical ensemble is constructed as a set of elements of S, which satisfy
a constraint described by the value of H. This subset of S is invariant to the flow gener-
ated by H, where we dene the flow induced by a functional according to the canonical
transformation formulas of (1:10a) and (1:10b). As we have remarked above, the space is
further restricted by values of H^ and, in the canonical ensemble, the values of Tr~ ~C and
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T^r~^ ~^C. Since these four quantities have vanishing Poisson brackets with each other under
our present assumptions, the flow generated by all of these functionals lies in the con-
strained subset of S. In constructing the microcanonical ensemble, we constrain the values
of the conserved operators ~C; ~^C, i.e., we constrain the values of all total trace functionals
constructed by projection from these operators. It is therefore instructive to study the
action of general total trace functionals projected from ~C and ~^C as generators of canonical
transformations on the phase space.
We rst remark that it was pointed out in ref. 9 that a canonical generator of unitary
transformations on the basis of the underlying Hilbert space has the form
G ~f = −Tr
X
r
[ ~f; pr]qr; (4:1)
where ~f is bosonic. Using (1.11) and the cyclic properties of Tr, one sees that





= Tr ~f ~C:
(4:2)
We thus see that the conserved operator ~C has the additional role of inducing the action
of unitary transformations on the underlying Hilbert space.
That this action preserves the algebraic properties of functionals of the type G ~f can
be seen by computing the Poisson bracket,















We use the result that










= −[ ~f; pr];
G ~f
pr
= r[ ~f; qr];
(4:4)
and hence, expanding out the commutators,
fG ~f ;G~gg = −Tr
X
r
fpr ~fqr~g − pr ~f~gqr − ~fprqr~g + ~fpr~gqr
− pr~gqr ~f + pr~g ~fqr + ~gprqr ~f − ~gpr ~fqrg:
(4:5)
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The rst and last terms on the right cancel under the Tr, as do the fourth and fth. These
cancellations do not depend on the grading under the trace, since they involve only cycling
of the bosonic operators ~f; ~g. The remaining terms can be rearranged to the form
fG ~f ;G~gg = −Tr
X
r
[ ~f; ~g](prqr − rqrpr)
= Tr[ ~f; ~g] ~C
= G[ ~f;~g]:
(4:6)
These relations, corresponding to the group properties of integrated charges in quantum
eld theory, can be generalized to a \local" algebra. Dening
G ~fr = Tr
~f ~Cr; (4:7a)
where
~Cr = rqrpr − prqr; (4:7b)
one obtains in the same way that
fG ~fr;G~gsg = rsG[ ~f;~g]r: (4:8)
In studying the flows induced by conserved operators, we shall also need the properties
of generators projected from ~^C. We therefore dene
G^ ~f = Tr
~f ~^C: (4:9)




G^ ~f = −(−1)
F [(−1)F ~f; pr] = −( ~fpr − rpr ~f);

pr
G^ ~f = (−1)
F [(−1)F ~f; qr ] = ~fqr − rqr ~f:
(4:10)
Computing Poisson brackets in the same way as above, we nd that the algebra of the
generators G ~f and G^ ~f closes,
fG^ ~f ; G^~gg =G[ ~f;~g];
fG^ ~f ;G~gg =fG ~f ; G^~gg = G^[ ~f;~g];
(4:11)
 In terms of this denition,




giving a structure reminiscent of the vector and axial-vector charge algebra in quantum
eld theory. Just as the vector and axial-vector charge algebra can be diagonalized into two
independent chiral charge algebras, so the algebra of (4.6) and (4.11) can be diagonalized




(G ~f  G^ ~f ); (4:12)
which obey the algebra
fG ~f ;G~gg =G[ ~f;~g];
fG+ ~f ;G−~gg =0:
(4:13)
Dening a \local" version of G^ ~f by
G^ ~fr = Tr
~f ~^Cr; (4:14)
where
~^Cr = qrpr − prqr ; (4:15)
the algebras of (4:11) and (4:13) can be converted to local versions analogous to (4:8).
We now turn to the flows associated with G ~f and G^ ~f when used as canonical genera-
tors. Beginning with G ~f , we consider its action on the functional xs() dened in (1:9a),
for which xs() = Trxs. Dening a parameter γ along the motion generated by G ~f ,
we choose xs as dxs=dγ, so that by (1:10a) we have
dxs() = fxs();G ~fgdγ: (4:16)
Comparing (1:10b) with (4:4) and (4:16) gives
dqs
dγ
= [ ~f; qs];
dps
dγ
= [ ~f; ps]:
(4:17)
In both the boson and fermion sectors we see that, as a solution of the dierential equations











where the supremum is taken over all states jni in Hilbert space. 
We next consider the canonical transformation induced on xs() by the functional G^ ~f
dened in (4:9). Introducing a parameter γ^ along the motion generated by G^ ~f , we have
in this case by (1:10a),
dxs() = fxs(); G^ ~fgdγ^: (4:20)




F [(−1)F ~f; qs] = s ~fqs − qs ~f;
dps
dγ^
= (−1)F [(−1)F ~f; ps] = ~fps − sps ~f:
(4:21)








and can be integrated as a unitary transformation for both qs and ps,
xs(γ^) = e
~f γ^xs(0)e
− ~f γ^: (4:23)
For the fermionic sector, however, the grading index (−1)F anticommutes with qs and
ps and s = −1; consequently, the dierential equations (4:21) in this case take the form
dqs
dγ^
= −f ~f; qsg;
dps
dγ^
= f ~f; psg;
(4:24)
and involve anticommutators with the operator ~f , i.e., a graded action. We note, however,
that the total trace Lagrangians for which ~^C is conserved are ones in which the fermion
elds appear as bosonic bilinears of the form prqs; for these bilinears, and for the reverse
ordered bosonic bilinears qspr, we nd from (4:24) that
d(prqs)
dγ^
= [ ~f; prqs];
d(qspr)
dγ^
= −[ ~f; qspr ]:
(4:25)
 The spectrum of xs may be unbounded; the argument we have given above then
applies to all bounded functions of the xs, for which the operator norm exists. There is,
moreover, a possibility that in the unbounded case, a phase space operator may be an
eigenfunction of ~f , in the sense that [ ~f; xs] = sxs for some real s. The transformation
(4:17) would then correspond to dilation, therefore admitting conformal transformations
on some subset of the phase space S ( for which preservation of the operator norm does
not form an obstacle).
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The solution of these dierential equations is the unitary group action
(prqs)(γ^) = e
~f γ^(prqs)(0)e





which preserves the supremum operator norm of the bilinears prqs and qspr. However, it
is easy to see that for fermionic operators, the supremum operator norm of (4:19) is not
preserved by the evolution of (4:24) .y
Finally, it is also useful to dene parameters γ along the flows generated by G ~f
according to















Then taking sums and dierences of (4:17) and (4:22); (4:24) we nd that for bosons (with














Similarly, for fermions we nd that
dqs
dγ+











y For example, to lowest order in γ^, for the fermionic coordinate variable qs we have
(n; qs(γ^)n) = (n; qsn)− [(n; ~fqsn) + (n; qs ~fn)]γ^ +O((γ^)
2):
Now, letting n = g + hγ^, we obtain
(n; qs(γ^)n) = (g; qsg) + [(h; qsg) + (g; qsh)]γ^
− [(g; ~fqsg) + (g; qs ~fg)]γ^ +O((γ^)
2):
Taking h = ~fg, we see that (g; qsh) = (g; qs ~fg) cancels the fth term on the right, but
(h; qsg) = ( ~fg; qsg) = −(g; ~fqsg) does not cancel the fourth. The action of the diagonalized





− ~fγ+ ; ps(γ+) = e
~fγ+ps(0);
qs(γ−) =e
~fγ−qs(0) ; ps(γ−) = ps(0)e
− ~fγ− :
(4:29b)
This identies G ~f as the generators of the one-sided unitary transformations acting on
the fermions which are discussed in refs. 1 and 2.
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